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ABSTRACT: Benefiting from its abundant 

computing resources and low computing latency, 

mobile edge computing (MEC) is a promising 

approach for enhancing the computing capacity of 

the 5G Internet of vehicles (IoV). Because of the 

high mobility, handover is frequent and inevitable in 

IoV networks. In this paper, we investigate an edge 

collaborative task offloading and splitting strategy 

in MEC-enabled IoV networks, in which the task is 

splitted on the edge and paralleling executed by 

each part of the task on several MEC servers when 

handover is occured. Applications in IoV networks 

have flexible requirements on latency and energy 

consumption. To realize the tradeoff between 

latency and energy consumption, we formulate the 

task offloading and splitting as an optimization 

problem with the aim of minimizing the total cost of 

latency and energy consumption by jointly 

optimizing the task splitting ratio and uplink 

transmit power of vehicle terminal (VT). Because 

the proposed problem is non-smooth and non-

convex, we divide the original problem into two 

convex subproblems, and apply an alternate convex 

search (ACS) algorithm to obtain the optimized 

solution with low computational complexity. 

Numerical simulation results show that the proposed 

method can adjust the offloading strategy properly 

according to task preference, and obtain a lower 

total cost compared with the baseline algorithms. 

KEYWORDS: Internet of vehicles (IoV), mobile 

edge computing (MEC), resource allocation.(RE) 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 
The requirements for the Internet of 

Vehicles (IoV) are changing from data sharing to 

data sending and processing because to the quick 

expansion of computation-intensive and latency-

sensitive mobile apps. This creates issues for the 

IoV's computing and communication capabilities. 

[1], [2]. In order to address the low latency 

requirements for vehicle applications and supply 

adequate processing resources for intelligent 

vehicles, mobile edge computing, or MEC, has 

emerged as a viable option [3]–[5]. 

Intelligent vehicles can lower task execute 

latency and vehicle energy consumption by 

offloading their large latency-sensitive computing 

service tasks (L2SC) to MEC servers with the use of 

MEC networks [6]–[8]. A roadside MEC server 

cannot handle the increasing and dynamic 

offloading demand, despite the fact that MEC 

networks can increase processing performance. 

Requirements of vehicle terminals (VTs) with high 

mobility in its coverage. Hence, edge collaboration 

should be introduced into MEC networks to solve 

this problem. The existing researches on edge 

collaboration in IoV networks mainly focused on 

three collaboration methods: cloud and MEC servers 

[9]–[13], vehicles [14]–[19], and multi MEC 

servers. Cloud computing can enrich the computing 

resources in MEC-enabled IoV networks. However, 

it can not meet the low latency requirement. 

Computing resources such as vehicles can utilize 

idle resources, but they change frequently, which is 

lack stability. Therefore, the collaboration between 

multi MEC servers can enrich edge resources and 

has better stability than vehicle resources, becomes 

a feasible solution to meet the growing and dynamic 

e service requirements of IoV networks. The authors 

of [20] proposed a network that gave users three 

offloading options to reduce the computation 

workload of the MEC system. In [21], the authors 

satisfied the offloading requirements of the vehicle 

by purchasing computing resources from an 

alternate MEC server. The work by Xiao et al. [22] 

provided MEC cooperation based on traffic heat 

awareness, which can purchase computing resources 

from low-heat MEC servers to help high-heat MEC 

servers. The above researches mainly focused on 

workload balancing between multi MEC servers, but 

they didn’t considered task Considering the wide 

application of edge collaboration in the IoV-MEC 

network, splitting tasks and processing them by 

multiple edge devices will further improve the 

efficiency of task processing. However, where the 

task is split and how each subtask is offloaded and 
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processed is still an open issue. Existing researches 

can be categorized into four types: serial offloading 

serial execution, serial offloading parallel execution, 

parallel offloading serial execution, and parallel 

offloading parallel execution. A further offloading 

strategy was proposed in [23] to jointly optimize 

latency and energy consumption by serial offloading 

serial execution. The authors of [24] provided a 

parallel offloading serial execution strategy to 

minimize the weighted sum of latency energy 

consumption. To minimize transmission energy 

consumption, a parallel offloading parallel 

execution strategy was provided in [25]. The authors 

of [26] combined cloud computing with MEC to 

achieve workload balancing through parallel 

offloading and parallel execution. The work by Chai 

et al. [27] proposed a parallel offloading parallel 

execution scheme, and categorized the tasks into 

different priorities to minimize the maximum task 

completion time. The authors of [28] focused on 

reliability, where task offloading and splitting were 

controlled through the SDN network. And tasks 

were serially offloaded to access RSU and split to 

multi-device for parallel execution. Considering the 

high mobility and frequent handover in IoV 

networks. Some works have studied mobility 

prediction to help avoid handover latency and 

reduce retransmitting energy consumption, 

especially in MEC-enabled IoV networks [29]–[31]. 

There were also some studies focused on 

information source selection algorithm to enhance 

transmission efficiency and reliability in the 

dynamically changing network topology [32], [33]. 

Moreover, in IoV networks, different applications 

have different performance requirements. Hence, 

flexible offloading strategies are essential to satisfy 

the requirements of various applications while 

saving energy in IoV networks. The most above-

mentioned researches only focused on latency or 

energy consumption. The authors of [34] proposed 

the weighted sumof latency and energy consumption 

in a cellular network. The tradeoff between latency 

and energy consumption was introduced in IoV 

networks by the authors of [20], [35]. However, they 

didn’t consider edge cooperation. Motivated by the 

above analysis, handover is frequent in IoV 

networks and will cause the decrease of offloading 

efficiency, but little literature studied the offloading 

strategy during handover. In order to meet the VT’s 

offloading requirement with high mobility, we 

propose an offloading strategy using the RSUs 

located on the VT’s pathway, in which RSUs on 

VT’s pathway and other nearby RSUs are 

participated in computing during handover. This 

requires task splitting and transmitting subtasks to 

different RSUs to execute. Because a lot of uplink 

wireless resources will be occupied by parallel 

offloading, and tasks such as image recognition in 

IoV do not need to be executed sequentially [36], 

we propose a serial offloading parallel executing 

strategy to enhance task execution efficiency. 

Furthermore, as flexible offloading strategy is 

required to meet the various requirement of IoV 

applications, we propose to use multi MEC 

cooperation and adjust the weight sum factor based 

on task preference. Therefore, in this article, to 

achieve the various requirements of VT’s 

applications with high mobility, we propose a serial 

offloading parallel execution strategy during the 

handover with latency energy tradeoff in MEC 

based IoV network. Specifically, we propose a 

MEC-based serial offloading parallel execution 

strategy to enhance L2SC offloading service 

experience for VT, which can utilize the handover 

time for edge execution. To reach the tradeoff 

between user experience and energy efficiency, we 

jointly optimize energy consumption and latency. 

The main contributions of this paper are shown as 

follows. 

• We propose a novel cooperative 

offloading MEC framework in IoV networks, in 

which the task can be serial transmitted to RSU and 

parallel executed in several cooperate MEC servers, 

which can take full advantage of roadside 

computing resources and utilize the handover to 

satisfy the VT’s low latency requirements in IoV 

networks. 

• We introduce latency and energy 

consumption tradeoff into the proposed framework, 

and we use the weighted sum of latency and energy 

consumption as the cost. This can flexibly adjust the 

weighting factor for different IoV tasks, to meet the 

various requirements of IoV applications while 

saving energy. 

• Because of the non-smoothness and non-

convexity of the formulated problem, we provide an 

alternate convex search (ACS)-based algorithm to 

divide the original problem into two convex 

subproblems and obtain the suboptimal solution by 

iteratively solving the two subproblems. The rest of 

this paper is organized as follows. The system 

model is presented in Section II. The problem 

formulation and algorithm design are given in 

Section III and IV, respectively.The proposed 

method is verified by simulation results in Section 

V. Conclusions are drawn in Section VI. 

 

II. SYSTEM MODEL 

 
An MEC-enabled IoV network is 

considered as illustrated in Fig. 1. There are one 

vehicle and several roadside units (RSU) equipped 

with MEC servers, which are called edge nodes. 

Edge nodes can work cooperatively to provide task 
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offloading service to the vehicle. All edge nodes are 

connected with one high-speed optical fiber, and the 

transmission rate is equal between any two edge 

nodes. The vehicle has one task to offload to MEC 

servers when it is about to move into the coverage 

of a new RSU. In this paper, we aim to verify the 

performance of the proposed cooperative offloading 

MEC framework. Therefore, we only consider a 

one-car scenario. The multi-car scenarios will be 

studied in our future works. 

To make the problem simple, we only consider the 

single task scenario in this article, and the multi-

tasks scenario will be studied in our future works. 

We assume that the channel status remains 

unchanged while the task is uploading, for the 

reason that the coherence time is close to the uplink 

transmission time. Because of the high speed of 

vehicles, a vehicle may experience cell switching 

while offloading a L2SC task. A RSU and its 

associated MEC server constitute an edge node [37]. 

We assume that the MEC server will execute the 

input task as soon as it receives all the data of the 

task. We also assume that Bf represents the edge 

node who covered the VT when the task was 

produced, Bl represents the edge node who covered 

the VT when task offloading is over, and for other 

edge nodes who participated in the collaboration, we 

call them supporter. The task size (bits), the 

computation workload (cycles/bit) [2], and the 

latency constrain of the task are represented as C, α, 

Tmax, respectively. We also assume that the task is 

bit independent [24] and can be divided into several 

parts of arbitrary size after transmitted to Bf, one of 

which is executed at Bf and others are further 

offloaded to any other edge nodes. Because the task 

is bit independent, the subtasks do not need to be 

executed in a certain order. We assume that each 

edge node begins to execute the subtask at the time 

they receive it, which we called parallel execute. 

The results of each subtask will be transmit to Bl at 

the time it finish execution and combined at Bl , 

finally Bl transmits the final result to VT 
 

 

 
Fig. 1. System Model of multiple MEC-enabled IoV networks. 

 

III. ALGORITHM 

 
 The ACS Based Algorithm 

                            The artificial cooperative search 

algorithm is a new optimization algorithm designed 

for solving complex optimization problems. As the 

structure of ACS algorithm is simpler than the 

structures of other artificial intelligence algorithms, 

it is easily programmable and notably faster than the 

other algorithms. 

Algorithm 1 The alternate convex search based 

algorithm  

Require: Network parameters δ, α, γ, etc; 

convergence tolerance ζ, iteration index τ = 1 

Ensure: ηm, P 

1: Initialize starting variables η
0

m, T
0

n, P
0
 and a

0
 

2: repeat 

3: Update η
τ
m and T

τ
n according to linear problem 

(14) 

4: Update a
τ
 by solving convex problem (18) 

5: Obtain P according to problem (17) 
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6: until ε′(η
τ
m, T

τ
n, P

τ
) − ε′(η

τ
−1

m
 , T

τ
−1

n
, P

τ
−1) ≤ ζ 

7: return η
m

 

 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
 

In this section, we provide simulation 

results to evaluate the performance of the proposed 

partial offloading strategy by comparing it to three 

baseline strategies. We assume that there is a vehicle 

traveling down a one-way straight highway at the 

speed of about 100 km/h, and the coverage of RSU 

is 10 m. The transmission frequency between VT 

 

                              TABLE I 

    KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS 

Parameters Values 

δ weighting factor 0–1 

α computation workload 40 cycles/bit 

γ proportion between 

task result and itself 

0.2  

β transmit speed on the 

high-speed optical fiber 

10
10 

bit/s 

C task data size  1–10 Mbits 

Transmission frequency 5.9GHz 

f computation ability of 

MECs  

8 × 109 cycles/s 

 channel gain Rayleigh fading channel 

N0 power spectral 

density  

3 × 10−13 W 

Tmax vehicle’s task 

latency upper bound  

30 ms 

Pmaxvehicle’s transmit 

power upper bound  

0.2 W 

 

 
 

Figure. 2.Total time delay performance versus Total 

energy consumption 

5.9 GHz. During the L2SC task offloading, 

the vehicle will experience handover, and receive 

the computing result after the handover. According 

to the existing researches, we express the existing 

offloading strategies into three baseline algorithms: 

Baseline method 1 (no cooperation strategy): All 

fractions of the task are computed at the node Bf 

after the task is offloaded to it, then transmit the 

result to the node Bl , and then transmit the result to 

the VT. It represents the recent offloading strategies 

that didn’t consider MEC cooperation. Baseline 

method 2 (further offloading strategy): The task is 

first offloaded to the node Bf and transmit all 

fractions of the task to node Bl , then computing all  
 

 
Figure 3 Iteration VS Task Duration  

 

Figure 4 Latency VS Number of Tasks 

 

 Baseline method 3 (serial cooperate 

strategy): The task is split at the VT and offloading 

to several edge nodes parallelly, then MEC servers 

execute each part of the task serially in a fixed 

order. Finally, each part of the task result transmits 

to node Bl and then transmit the result to the VT. It 

represents the recent offloading strategies that have 

considered MEC cooperation by the serial 

computing of MEC servers. For the parallel 
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cooperate offloading which we proposed, we also 

give the performance comparison between the 

schemes with different number of edge nodes. The 

detailed simulation parameters are given in Table I.  

 

 
Figure 1 Size of task VS Energy Consumption 

executed by different methods while meeting the 20 

ms delay 

 requirement of IoV application. We can also see 

that latency increases with the increase of task data 

size and the curve is linear. This is because task data 

size C is in direct proportion to Ttotal. As we deduced 

in part II, Ttotal = Tedge + Ts, and we can obtain from 

equation (5) and equation (7) that C is in direct 

proportion to Tedge and Ts. Hence, C is in 

direct proportion to Ttotal, which makes the curve 

linear. And proposed MEC cooperation strategy 

shows less latency than the three baseline strategies. 

Moreover ,with the increase of the number of 

cooperation MECs, latency performance shows 

more superiority. This is because the proposed 

strategy splits 

 

SOURCE CODE FOR THE EDGE DEVICE:  
Let's consider a scenario where a smart vehicle 

offloads a navigation task to a nearby edge device. 

python 

# Import necessary libraries 

import random 

 

# Edge device class 

class EdgeDevice: 

    def process_task(self, task): 

        # Simulate processing time 

        processing_time = random.uniform(0.5, 2.0) 

        return f"Task '{task}' processed by edge device 

in {processing_time:.2f} seconds." 

 

# Central cloud server class 

class CentralCloud: 

    def process_task(self, task): 

        # Simulate processing time 

        processing_time = random.uniform(2.0, 5.0) 

        return f"Task '{task}' processed by central 

cloud in {processing_time:.2f} seconds." 

 

# Smart vehicle class 

class SmartVehicle: 

    def _init_(self, task): 

        self.task = task 

 

    def offload_task(self, edge_device): 

        result = edge_device.process_task(self.task) 

        return result 

 

# Example usage 

if _name_ == "_main_": 

    # Instantiate edge device and central cloud 

    edge_device = EdgeDevice() 

    central_cloud = CentralCloud() 

 

    # Create a smart vehicle with a navigation task 

    navigation_task = "Calculate optimal route" 

    smart_vehicle = SmartVehicle(navigation_task) 

 

    # Decide whether to offload task to edge device 

or central cloud (simplified logic) 

    offload_decision = random.choice([True, False]) 

 

    if offload_decision: 

        result = 

smart_vehicle.offload_task(edge_device) 

    else: 

        result = 

smart_vehicle.offload_task(central_cloud) 

 

    print(result) 

 

 

VI.CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we investigate an edge 

collaborative task serial offloading parallel 

executing strategy in MEC-enabled IoV networks, 

which can split the task on the edge and use several 

MEC servers to paralleling execute each part of the 

task. And we formulate the problem as the 

minimization of the weighted sum of the energy 

consumption and the latency which is non-smooth 

and non-convex. An alternate convex search 

algorithm is provided to tackle the problem 

efficiently, which can converge to a sub-optimal 

solution. The numerical simulation results show 
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that the proposed multi-MEC cooperating partial 

offloading strategy can take advantage of the 

roadside computing resources properly, and shows 

superiority in the weighted sum of latency and 

energy consumption. When latency requirement 

becomes more relaxed, the proposed strategy can 

further reduce the total cost. And for different 

tasks, the proposed strategy can also change 

dynamically to meet their needs by adjusting the 

task preference index. Moreover, the impacts of 

various parameters were revealed, which validate 

the feasibility of the proposed method in different 

situations.  

For future investigation, we plan to study 

the multi-task condition, and schedule the 

offloading sequence based on priority and task 

sequence. To solve the multi-task arriving problem, 

we will also study queuing issues. 
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